


























































































John J. Fleps BNSF Railway Company
Vice President P. O. Box 961030
Labor Relations Ft. Worth, TX 76161-0030

2600 Lou Menk Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76131
Phone: 817-352-1020
Fax: 817-352-7319

June 29, 2007 Side Letter 15

Mr. Dennis Pierce Mr. Pat Williams
General Chairman, BLET General Chairman, BLET
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1010, Unit 8 101 N. Beverly
Fort Worth, TX 76102 Crowley, TX 76036

Mr. Rick Gibbons Mr. Austin Morrison
General Chairman, BLET General Chairman, BLET
P.O. Box 28066 7637 Canyon Drive
Kansas City, MO 64188-0066 Amarillo, TX 79110

Re: Article 11

Gentlemen:

The following understanding has been reached in the application of Article 11for movements to/from an
engineer’s guarantee extra board.

Engineers reduced or displaced from an extra board, regardless of the time of day, shall use that calendar
day in the computation of the payroll period guarantee due. Only those earnings made while assigned to
the extra board on the day reduced can be used to offset guarantee. Engineers who are required to
exercise displacement rights to an extra board in order to exhaust the engineer’s quota at their location,
regardless of the time of day, shall use that calendar day in the computation of the payroll period
guarantee due. Only those earnings made while assigned to the extra board on the day added to the board
can be used to offset guarantee.

Engineers who voluntarily bid from the extra board to a non guaranteed assignment during a normal
standardized board adjustment shall not use that calendar day in the computation of the payroll period
guarantee due. In this instance, no earnings made on the day bidding off can be used to offset guarantee.
Engineers who voluntarily bid or displace to the extra board shall use that calendar day in the
computation of the payroll period guarantee due, as long as they have accepted notification are marked up
on the extra board prior to 12:01 pm on the day they are assigned to the extra board. Only those earnings
made while assigned to the extra board on the day added to the board can be used to offset guarantee.
However, if the calendar day is not used in the computation of that payroll period guarantee due, then no
earnings from a start on that calendar day can be used as an offset.



If movement is made from one engineers’ guaranteed extra board to another engineer’s guaranteed extra
board for any of the reasons described above, a single guarantee credit at the daily rate of the destination
guaranteed extra board, for the calendar day of the move, shall be used in the computation of the payroll
period guarantee due, so long as the engineer marks up to the destination guaranteed extra board within
one hour of accepting notification of the movement. All earnings made while assigned to either extra
board on the day bidding off can be used to offset guarantee as long as the day is included in the
computation of the payroll period guarantee due.


